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• Concerns about unsustainable tourism in 

developing countries

• New approaches suggest tourism can be 

sustainable and can help to alleviate 

poverty

• Are tourism businesses now playing 

development roles?

• Examples of CSR in tourism businesses in 

Fiji and Vanuatu

• Discussion

Overview



• Tourism in the developing world was widely critiqued by 

academics as being dominated by foreign interests, exploitative of 

local people and resources, causing environmental and cultural 

degradation, and leading to dependency.

Tourism is „…an industry that satisfies the commercial imperatives of 

an international business, yet rarely addresses local development 

needs‟ 

(Ringer 1998:9).

Concerns about tourism in developing countries



• Key focus of PPT: to increase the net benefits of tourism to the poor.  

• An approach to tourism: not a niche product or sector

• Suggests any type of tourism can be made pro-poor, from alternative, 

community-based ecotourism initiatives through to large scale resorts, 

hotels, and tour operators

A new approach to tourism:

Pro-poor tourism (PPT)



The „core activities‟ of PPT are:

• to increase access of the poor to economic benefits (e.g., 

training, employment, supply linkages, buying local)

• to address the negative environmental and social impacts of 

tourism 

• to reform policies and processes (e.g. develop policies which 

support greater involvement of poorer people in tourism 

enterprises; encourage partnerships with the private sector (IIED 

2001).

A new approach to tourism:

Pro-poor tourism (PPT)



It is claimed that tourism represents

„the largest voluntary transfer of resources from the rich to the poor 

in history, and for those of us in the development community -

tourism is the most potent anti-poverty tool ever‟

(Lelei LeLaulu, President of Counterpart International, eTurboNews 

2007). 

Exaggerated claims for PPT



There has been a startling absence of research 

on PPT in the Pacific to date thus this research 

has the following aim:

To examine whether tourism is delivering 

widespread development benefits to people 

of Fiji and Vanuatu at different scales of 

tourism development, and under different 

land tenure arrangements. 

The focus of this research







• Segments of the industry can, and are, changing their 

practices due to pressure from…

– Shareholders

– Tourism watchdog groups

– Environmental organisations

– Governments 

– Holidaymakers/consumers

Pressure for change in the tourism industry



In the mid-1990s…[the tourism industry‟s] focus on issues of business ethics, 

social development and human rights was seen as rather radical and ill-

focussed.  Less than six years later, the same issues could be discussed 

comfortably in most Board rooms 

(Corporate Social Responsibility Forum 2002)

• Industry conferences now commonly have themes such as responsible 

tourism, ethical tourism, and sustainable tourism.

The word responsible has taken over this year‟s World Travel Market.  

Wherever you turn, „responsible‟ seems to be the buzzword 

(Alcantara 2008)

CSR is now a firm fixture in the tourism industry



• In the 1990s, tourism industry players were 

eager to „go green‟.  In the 2000s, many want to 

show they are socially responsible as well: 

image is what counts.  

• Businesses are in existence to make profits, not 

serve the poor

• Tourist businesses (e.g. resorts)  place heavy 

demands on scarce resources.

• Hotels or resorts may happily support a turtle 

nesting site, but would they support labour 

rights legislation?  They may provide a site for a 

craft market, but will they support customary 

land rights?

...but is CSR just window dressing?



The fact that Corporate Responsibility is so popular today is an indication that 

big business is feeling the heat.  But the solutions they advocate and 

pursue – voluntary unenforced codes of conduct, piecemeal eco-

improvements, token philanthropic donations, endless rounds of 

meaningless „engagement‟ with „stakeholders‟ who might otherwise be 

publicly criticising them, dubious but lucrative techno-fixes – are actually 

dangerous diversions 

(Worth 2007:7, cited in Mowforth and Munt 2009:199).

…or a dangerous diversion?



Approach to CSR Examples in the tourism sector

Minimalist Tokenistic support to stakeholders e.g. donations of used
equipment to neighbouring communities.

Philanthropic Support for conservation and development projects (e.g.
donations to local environmental groups, schools and health
clinics). Encourage guests to donate to specific environmental
and/or social development initiatives.

Encompassing Company management style and values reflects a desire to run
a more socially responsible business. Works more in
partnership with local communities over the long term to
ensure the business is not undermining social or
environmental wellbeing and provides ongoing support for
local development initiatives and for local businesses (rather
than ad hoc donations).

Social activist Strong philosophical approach which is not based on profit
maximisation. Motivation is to catalyze change.

Degrees of responsibility within CSR



Rehabilitation of mangroves

Support for Marine Protected 

Areas

CSR by resorts: environmental



Environmental education: 

for tourists and residents

CSR by resorts: environmental



Contributions to 

schools, health 

clinics, access roads, 

police posts, sports 

teams, churches, and 

provision of 

scholarships

CSR by resorts: social



Donations by guests, and contributions from village tours

CSR by resorts: social



Contracting in of 

services e.g. bands, 

laundry

CSR by resorts: economic



Health insurance, transport, fair wages, family-friendly 

hours of work & progression planning for employees

CSR by resorts: economic





Procurement

CSR by resorts: economic



Business mentoring

CSR by resorts: economic



„Encompassing‟ approach to CSR in tourism: 

Eratap Resort



“You‟re a little like an economic zone in the middle of nowhere.  You‟re a bit 

like...you know how mines all of a sudden open up in a place so remote it‟s 

unbelievable, and they create this minor city in the middle of nowhere.  Now 

mining has a negative impact, ultimately on the environment, whereas a 

resort, if developed correctly, can actually really benefit a place” 

(Tony Pittar, owner)

•Eratap gives $1 million vatu (about NZ$14,000) annually to a major community 

project decided by the people – e.g. water supply project, road upgrading

• Scholarships for year 7 and above students (via guest donations)

• A „lease bonus‟ is paid to 4 families who otherwise only receive A$50/year each 

in rent.

Case study: Eratap Resort



Siel Shem (driver and grounds maintenance), 

father of 3: “Management is good.  Treat you 

well”.  He has received a pay rise every year 

he‟s been there, and is reimbursed for 50% of 

his medical fees.

Case study: Eratap Resort



View of the Manager, Tony Pittar:

„Hemi one gudfala man.  Hemi kind tumas.  Suppose 

mifela garem celebration hemi kam kaikaim wantaim 

mifela‟  (resident of Eratap village)

Case study: Eratap Resort



• Uprising was established to provide 

jobs for local youths and the 

unemployed, rather than to turn a 

profit. 

• „Anyone who came along with a 

fancy resume; we looked at it, we 

filed it, and we kept it for future 

reference. Basically, anyone who 

could barely speak English, but 

genuinely wanted a job, we took the 

chance and we took those ones‟ 

(Rene Munch, owner of Uprising, 

Dec 2009).

„Social activist‟ approach to CSR in tourism: 

Uprising Resort





• Uprising is distinguished by the uniquely symbiotic relationship it has been able to 

cultivate with the wider community. 

– High use of local materials in construction of the resort (e.g.F$20,000 for thatch, 

paid to two villages)

– Opportunities for upskilling of employees: boat captains, dive instructors etc

– Provision of support to a resort-sponsored rugby 7s team that has competed 

internationally, and to local sports teams & schools etc.

– Allow local people to access the bar and restaurant and to use resort facilities

– Different departments hold regular „wellness‟ sessions with employees

– Provide business mentoring and support



Business partnership with 

Wainiyabia village to run 

Jungle Trek

6 guides – all jobless before. 

“We are very surprised with the level 

of skills they have come out with…it 

strengthened their communication 

skills.”

Recent death in the village – the 

guides have contributed $ for the 

funeral expenses.



Disparate views of landowners by resort managers

…we have a very good relationship with the landowning unit. I guess it comes 
from the fact that we‟re a family business and they‟re a family, and we‟re 
neighbours.… I employ a massive number of the people from the village, 

we‟re well known, we interact in many different ways, and so there‟s a bit of a 
mutual respect and trust there I think….And it really is a partnership – given 

we‟re on native land. 

(Managing Director of a medium-sized, foreign-owned resort: December 2009)

Our relationship with the community remains at the heart of everything we do 
(Manager of a 5 star resort - June 2009).

The LOC [landowning community] did own this place, but they gave it away, yet 
they still believe they own it and try to impose their regime on hotels here 

(General Manager of a large chain resort - June 2009).

The other side of the coin...



Mainstream businesses undermining small, local businesses

• Approximately 92,000 visitors were brought into Vanuatu by air in 2010, as 

opposed to 140,000 cruise ship day visitors.

• Each cruise tourist spends on average A$150/day.

• The agent booking tours for most cruise passengers only lists one ni-Vanautu 

business (and sends them up to 200 tourists a time)



I wanted to...develop my own tourist thing on Lelepa because Lelepa island is 

so beautiful, and also because I want to do something for the island to help my 

family back home, because I come from a poor family – there‟s seven of us 

(Albert Solomon Peter, Lelepa Tours) 

• Only 3 small family groups from cruise ships booked with Lelepa in 2010.

• Adventures in Paradise told Albert he needed public indemnity insurance 

and for boat drivers to pass a maritime safety course before they could be 

listed – but then they still wouldn‟t list his business.

“Tourism is a big cake.  We 

need to share the cake, but 

some people want to eat it 

all themselves” 

(Albert Solomon Peter, Lelepa 

Tours).



• Tourist resorts in Fiji and Vanuatu are showing varying degrees of 
commitment to social, economic and environmental responsibility.  Some 
conventional businesses (e.g. resorts) are operating in ways which deliver 
very good benefits to local communities.  

• However, too often the changes are superficial, or tokenistic.

• Utting (2007) suggests ideally CSR would include social protection, 
empowerment, redistribution and rights.

• “the major blind sport in both CSR discourse and practice is related to 

distributional justice and equity” (Utting and Marques 2010: 3).

Broader challenges regarding CSR



• Procurement – need to build better linkages with suppliers of tourism 

products and services (e.g. farmers; furniture makers)

• Working conditions, including hours of work

• Job security for employees

• Training of employees

• Mentoring local enterprises

In addition…

• Resorts should aim for a partnership, rather than a charitable or 

paternalistic approach to working with local communities (especially 

landowners)

Areas in which most resorts could improve



• There are positive examples of PPT and CSR in tourism in Fiji & Vanuatu.

• However, it is important not to get caught up in the hype of PPT or CSR –
businesses are set up to make profits, not alleviate poverty.

• It is important for governments and watchdog organisations to keep a 
check on tourism businesses and for local residents to be empowered to 
challenge tourism businesses where necessary:

Companies should not be expected to take over governments‟ responsibility 
for social policy – the state should set the rules and regulate in the 

interests of all groups equitably and efficiently 

(Standing 2007: 2).

Conclusion: can tourism businesses do PPT?




